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Concepts addressed:  
Transition from subsistence agriculture to a market economy, and the rise of centralized states  
 

I. Subsistence agriculture  
a. Long dominant in Europe after fall of Rome  
b. Producers focused on own needs - no particular drive to generate ever-greater yields since 

markets underdeveloped, cash economy still minimal  
c. Lifestyle susceptible to bad weather, destruction/disruption of produce during war, plant 

diseases - little room for error or crisis  
II. Emergence of commercial agriculture  

a. Occurred first in areas such as Holland, England with strong trading sectors, growing cities 
with more cash circulating  

b. In rural areas in vicinity of cities, producers able to see benefits of higher yields as surplus 
could be sold for money - notion of profit enters into calculations  

c. Developed more where feudalism had broken down most - where individuals could 
individually farm large, contiguous tracts of land  

III. Growth of cities, population growth  
a. During 16th century, European population grew 20 million to c. 90 million - England still 

only 5 million, France 20 million, Russia 10 million  
b. Cities such as Paris and London grew to c. 200,000  
c. Ocean trade spurred growth in Antwerp, Lisbon, Seville to 100,000 by 1600  
d. Smaller towns relatively stable in population, character prior to Industrial Revolution  
e. Most population growth in rural areas - increased population density  

IV. Changes in basic economic structure  
a. Steady increase in prices following opening of Atlantic caused inflation in European 

economies, but over long period of time  
b. Increasing population meant increasing demand for food, new land under cultivation (less 

fertile, less accessible, harder to work) so production costs grew  
c. Agricultural prices rose - x4 in England during 16th century  
d. Increased volume of money as monarchies debased currencies in order to pay debts, preserve 

liquidity  
e. People disposed to engage in commerce due to greater population, higher prices - 

governments had more taxpayers and soldiers  
V. "Commercial Revolution"  

a. Term signifies change from town-centered to nation-centered system  
b. Increased interest in/pursuit of profit  
c. Extended from 14th century into early 19th century (ended with growth of machine industry)  
d. Long-distance trade prompted new groups of people to enter commerce  

i. Fugger banking family in Augsburg - expanded trade from fustian cloth to goods 
exchanged with East at Venice, invested in mining - lent money to popes, kings  

ii. Cloth-dealers best positioned to expand from local trade, had better access to capital 
for investment  

e. Use of putting-out system (part of proto-industrialization)  
i. Middleman gave supplies to rural producer who spun cloth in conjunction with 

agricultural work  
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ii. Went outside of guild system since used rural workforce 
f. Various forms of household industry common in western Europe prior to factory production  

i. Split between capital and labor - workers no longer owned or controlled all of the 
means of their production  

ii. Since workers also engaged in agriculture, could be paid less than a worker 
dependent solely on craft work  

g. Some new industries immediately capitalistic, nation-centered  
i. Printing  

ii. Mining  
iii. Shipbuilding  
iv. Cannon/musket building - supplies for soldiers needed mass production  
v. Transport of heavy staple commodities  

h. Banks that paid interest on accounts, charged interest on loans 1. Traditional Christian 
prohibitions on usury overcome by 17th century  

VI. Mercantilism  
a. Governments developed and enacted policies with intent to increase amount of bullion (gold 

and silver) flowing into their countries and to prevent it from leaving  
b. As evolved, more general intent to build strong, self-dependent economy  
c. Policies included canal-building, introduction of new industries, incentives to producers in 

particular trades - Silk industry brought to France; English started producing finished wool 
cloth rather than just raw wool  

d. Efforts to get beyond guild regulations, local perspective  
e. General promotion of cottage industry as means to end idleness  
f. Governments encouraged immigrants with specific skills, "secrets" of trade - Flemish 

weavers brought to England; government brought Turkish boys who understood dyeing arts 
(c. 1582)  

g. Governments negotiated trade deals on behalf of their merchants  
i. Intercursus Magnus - deal between Henry VII of England and Flanders (1496)  

ii. 16th-century French kings created treaties with Ottoman Empire  
h. Joint-stock companies often subsidized or encouraged by governments to handle remote or 

inaccessible trade  
i. Russia Company, Turkish Company in England  

ii. East India Companies - in England (1600), Netherlands (1602), France (1664)  
VII. Growth of centralized states  

a. War an increasingly expensive proposition - required mobilization of huge resources (men, 
materiel, money for salaries, etc.)  

b. Economic and military changes reduced power of many (though not all) nobles  
c. Religious conflicts killed nobles and men - kings left as focus of loyalties  
d. Growth of bureaucracy and improvements in roads, etc. enabled governments to serve more 

people, do more (see commercial strategies associated with mercantilism), promote the arts 
on a national level  

e. In France, efforts of Francis I in late 15th/early 16th century seemed wasted during civil 
wars/wars of religion - but centralization resumed and intensified under Henri IV, Louis 
XIII, and especially Louis XIV  

f. In England, Tudor monarchs led the way by creating national navy, greater central control 
over religious practices (break with Rome, established Church of England with the monarch 
as the head), becoming more involved in trade  

g. States that remained highly de-centralized: German lands, Italian peninsula  


